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To find a dealer near you, call Customer Service at 1-800-386-1911.

Firesleeve Hose Flame Shield Assembly
624 Firesleeve Hose Flame Shield
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624 Firesleeve Hose Flame Shield can prevent or
delay hose lines from burning.
Firesleeve is a silicone-coated, braided-glass
sleeving manufactured using a unique proprietary
process. The durable rubber finish resists tears and
abrasion in addition to providing a reliable, no-slip
clamping surface. Firesleeve hose flame shield can
prevent or delay hose lines from burning. See hose
specifications shown in the catalog* for the correct
firesleeve to match each hose size. For other hose
styles, select firesleeve with an I.D. slightly larger
than the hose O.D.
Standard sizes available: .31 inch to 3.75 inches ID.
Order by the foot. Packaged firesleeve is available
in various lengths. Contact customer service for part
numbers and prices.

Step 1. Follow the appropriate
hose assembly instructions
through the assembly of one
end fitting. Cut firesleeve to
same length as hose. Start
firesleeve over cut end of hose.
Note: If applying sleeve over
Teflon* or stripped cover
assemblies, wrap exposed wire
with tape. Grasp sleeve and
slip over the hose assembly as
illustrated.

Step 2. Skin sleeve back
from cut end of hose enough
to allow assembly of second
end fitting. (2A)
Then center sleeve so that it
completely covers both sockets. (2B)
Step 3. Position nylon wire
tie or band clamp over
sleeve on each end of the
hose assembly and draw
tight.
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